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F\ .j Far-infrared magnetic-field-dependent resonances
in small unsupported bismuth particles
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Far-infrared (5-65 cm- ) magnetic-field-dependent resonances have been observed in free-
00 standing - 0. 5-.m-diam bismuth particles prepared by inert-gas evaporation. The number of reso-

nances, the effective masses, and the field dependence of the resonance frequencies differ from bulk
Bi. A model based on the quasistatic approximation is developed. The model makes use of the 4 u
semiclassical complex dielectric tensor with the measured effective-mass tensors and other parame- A. R
ters of bulk Bi. No parameters are adjusted. The success of the model leads to the following inter- o )

I pretation of the data: (1) Both electric- and magnetic-dipole resonances are observed. (2) The parti-
cles are not uniformly oriented, since particles with each of the three crystallographic axes (binary, -4 C,,-bisectrix, and trigonal) oriented parallel to the applied magnetic field are required to explain the
data. (3) The properties of -0. 5-im-diam Bi particles are bulklike.

I. INTRODUCTION model leads to the following conclusions: (1) Both
electric- and magnetic-dipole resonances are observed.

The semimetal bismuth is an important model system (2) The particles are essentially randomly oriented, since
for the study of solid-state plasmas in metals.' - ' Due to particles with each of the three crystallographic axes
the low density of carriers, the characteristic energies oriented parallel to the applied magnetic field are re-
(Fermi energy, energy gap, plasma energy iocjp,....) are quired to explain the data. (3) The properties of -0.5-
small and of comparable magnitude. Magneto-optical Am-diam Bi particles in the very far infrared are bulklike.
spectroscopy is an effective technique to characterize the In Sec. II we present the model. In Sec. III we discuss
anisotropic electronic properties. 4- 20 Many types of in- sample preparation and characterization. In Sec. IV we
traband and interband transitions are accessible using present the data and the comparison with the model that
magnetic fields that are routinely achieved in the labora- leads to the conclusions summarized above. In Sec. V we
tory. Bi is a unique metal for far-infrared transmission conclude with suggestions of possible directions for fur-
studies because the electrons can be easily driven into the ther research on this unique system.
extreme quant~m~asn ,r ,
' This 1p6' reports on far-infrared (FIR) _magnto- t , -
optical absorption by small (-'-0. 5 tm-ifiean diameter) Bi I. MODEL
particles. The problem of the interaction of electromag-
netic radiation with a small sphere in a magnetic field A. Bimuth dielectric tensor
(the gyrotropic sphere) has attracted recent interest. 2

Applications include the microwave properties of -
powdered semiconductorsr2'2n: and the electrodynamic The frequency-dependent complex dielectric tensor for

properties of electron-hole droplets.2 ' Di particles have bulk Bi is obtained from the semiclassical equations of

important advantages as a model system. There is less motion. 25'26 A Boltzmann-equation treatment is avoided
uncertainty in the carrier density relative to semiconduc- by assuming that the carrier relaxation times are indepen-

tors because doping is not required. The size of the parti- dent of frequency and the applied magnetic field. The re-

clm can be controlled. Bi particles should not deform sult describes the intraband processes that are of interest

mz;. h in a magnetic field. Also, the properties of bulk Bi in the frequency range covered by the experiments.
are well known and available as input to models. r",- ,- ', Quantum effects such as band nonparabolicity, spin-

The Bi particles are in the form of a free-standiA4 dependent transitions, and magnetic field dependence of

smoke. The high concentration of particles leads to larg the carrier density are neglected.
absorption, which limits the spectral range for transmis- Undoped Bi has equal densities of electrons and holes
sion to 5-65 cm - 1. This is the region of intraband be- distributed in three electron ellipsoids (called A, B, and

sionto -65 m -~. his s te reionof ntraandbe- C) at the L points of the Brillouin zone and a single hole
havior. The observed hybrid resonances are analogous to p at the point. the reu endene Drle
cyclotron resonancespocket at the T point. The frequency-dependent Drude

A semiclassical model based on the quasistatic approxi- complex conductivity tensor for the ith carrier type isz

mation is developed. When the measured parameters of q
bulk Bi are used, the predicted behavior for small parti- F(wm=q 2ni irofil+ -'HXI J (1
cles is in agreement with the data. The success of the I I- c
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where mi, is the effective-mass tensor, @-o +i/'r the ic limit the derivation is based on electrostatics. Let E'

complex frequency, ni the number density of carriers, be the uniform external applied electric field and E') the
and q. the charge. Ho is the applied static magnetic field uniform electric field inside the particle. The fields are
and I is the identity matrix, related according to31

Assuming that the responses of the four types of car- 0EBiL.(D(')_oE()=oE(') (4)
riers to an electromagnetic wave can be treated as in-

dependent parallel processes, the conductivity tensor for where the electric displacement is D(')=74.E and E is
Bi is the depolarizing tensor. For spherical particles L--2I.

'(W)--h +FA +FB + ¢ (2) The explicit relationship between the fields is

The dielectric tensor is E(')=[l+L(-e 0 )/e 0 ] -f"-E ' . (5)
The particle is polarized by the oscillating applied elec-

A) =7L + -i'(W), (3) tric field. The induced dipole interacts with the applied
W field to produce absorption. For a particle embedded in a

where 7L is the static dielectric tensor due to core polari- nonabsorbing host, only the excess polarization over that
zability. of the host leads to absorption. To take this idea into ac-

The values for the effective mass tensors and 7L are count, define an effective field 32 P according to
given by Takano and Kawamura 27 and by Blewitt and D1'_ -. EO _ E( )+4frp
Sievers. 7  The densities of carriers were chosen as (6)

nh =3.OX 1017 cm- 3 and nA =nB =nC= .OX 1017 cm- 3. After rearrangement, Eq. (6) becomes
B. Absorption coefficient I= - ,J' -. E(" . (7)

e The interaction of an electromagnetic wave with the
S multicomponent anisotropic spherical plasma in a Bi par- Tu tin q. ( int Eq. (7), is

ticle has not been solved. The general solution of Ford tuting Eq. (5) into Eq. (7), is

and Werner 28 (FW) for the gyrotropic sphere does not ap- !0ply to Bi due to its anisotropy. P--4(- 0 I).[ 0 I+L.(v-E 0 I)' . (8)
In the long-wavelength region of interest here, one can

calculate the absorption coefficient using a quasistatic ap- As an alternate approach, combine Eqs. (4) and (6) to
proximation. The FIR properties of an isolated isotropic obtain
small metal particle in the absence of an applied magnetic E1 --=E(1 --4frL.P/e. (9)
field are described by the long-wavelength expansions of
the electric- and magnetic-dipole terms of the Mie solu- Equation (9) is substituted into Eq. (7) to obtain
tion. 29 For the gyrotropic sphere care must be taken. An e

expression can be obtained for electric-dipole (ED) ab- P= -(7-J).[eOE E -4ri.P] . (10)
sorption, but the electric-quadrupole term must be in- 4v

cluded with the magnetic-dipole term to obtain correct The solution is
resonance frequencies and absorption strengths.2'' 23 8 C.

There are also magnetic-dipole-electric-quadrupole P0[+('-e 0l)L]' - I )  . (11)
(MDEQ) cross terms in the FW theory. The correct

long-wavelength expressions for the MDEQ extinction Equations (8) and (11) are equivalent.

have recently been obtained from the FW theory.21 Since The extinction cross section is30

they do not apply to Bi, use is made here of a quasistatic dP1
approximation that treats the magnetic-dipole (MD) term C =- Re EIP-
alone, which is not riorously correct. Examination of 2S I dt

the correct expressions n suggests that the error is small if -V WOIm(E- r.P2
EL is much larger than the dielectric constant of the = (12)

medium surrounding the particles. This is indeed the
case for Bi. where V .n'abc is the volume of the particle,

There are many approaches to obtain expressions for S =( Voc /8ir)IE 'I)2 is the incident flux, and the aster-
ED and MD absorption by a small gyrotropic sphere in isk denotes complex conjugation. Since the difference be-
the long-wavelength limit. The methods chosen here do tween extinction and absorption is negligible in the long-
not require the use of vector spherical harmonics. 30  wavelength limit, the ED absorption coefficient is

1. Electric-dipole term aE=NCE =L CE (13)

For generality, consider a uniform isolated ellipsoidal N is the number density and f the volume fraction of par.
particle with semiaxes a, b, and c and complex dielectric ticles embedded in the dielectric host. Interactions be-
tensor *eoa) embedded in a nonabsorbing isotropic dielec- tween the particles are neglected.
tric host with real dielectric constant co. In the quasistat- The results are
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aE(W)= c ImtE g(,, 0 1)o-*[1o+L.(-EoI)]-t. (c (14)
C

and

aE(Wa) = VI-O'° wl 9, -e*[60o1+ (*E _ Jo ). ]-(-_E o'. -,E04 (W

c

based on Eqs. (8) and (11), respectively. Here, The dagger denotes the transpose.
E(tY-E(E e/'E . Equation (14) has been obtained by The induced magnetic dipole moment is

Kononenko and Murzin.
32

For spherical particles, Eqs. (14) and (15) reduce to 30  Mj= - fr Xdr . (25)2c5

aElo)=.VJofcIm((e*.y -i.E (e)), (16) After integration,
c 4ira K.

where M = 5 , (26)

T-I+2c-7 .(17) where a is the radius of the spherical particle.

The rate of energy absorption isIf the electromagnetic radiation is unpolarized, an
average over polarizations must be performed. For prop- P= [eB*. dM
agation along the z axis, Re [ dt

aE(Wo)=,IV f-EIm[T;;'(H)+ T;(H)] . (18)
-- W- Ir(B* .M). (27)

T(H) corresponds to a specific orientation of the aniso-

tropic spherical particle. There is no simple expression After substitution of Eq. (26),

for the average over orientations in the presence of a 2 ia (a 5
magnetic field. In zero field, P=-15 c2 Re(B*.UB). (28)

aE()=_V_ / of m[Tr(T - )] . (19) The magnetic-dipole absorption coefficient is aM=NPIS,
where S ccol/(81rV). Thus,

2. Magnetic-dipole absorption 21r-J'a-R(B.. ) (29)

This discussion is based on work by Markiewicz 3 and 5 c

by Visscher and Falicov. 33 The oscillating magnetic field where B-B/IBI. Equation (29) is not consistent with
of the incident wave induces an electric field according to the rigorous solution of FW,28 but it should provide a
Faraday's law. The induced eddy currents (Ohm's Law) good approximation when applied to small Bi particles.
produce a magnetic moment, which interacts with the os- The average over polarizations, which is used in the cal-
cillating magnetic field to produce energy absorption. culations, is obtained by analogy with Eq. (18).

Faraday's law is

V×E - (20) m. EXPERIMENTc

where B is the oscillating part of the magnetic field. The A. Sample preparation ad characterizatioa
electric field is related to the induced current density by Bi particles were prepared by inert-gas evaporation. 34

E--;-J (21) The starting material was 99.999%-pure shot purchased I
from Aesar. The evaporations were performed in a

where ; is the resistivity tensor. Equations (20) and (21) diffusion-pumped system with a base pressure of 1 X 10- 6

are solved 33 by Torr. A
JKXr , (22) Bi was placed in a tungsten boat. After pumping for

about 30 min, 40 Torr of Linde research-grade,

where 99.9995%-pure Ar was let into the system. The particles
were collected on the inside of a 3-1 Pyrex beaker which

K=--B (23) was placed over the boat. Carbon-coated Cu grids were
2c placed on the wall of the beaker to collect samples for

is a constant vector. F - is an effective conductivity electron microscopy. After the apparatus was allowed to

tensor, with cool, the vacuum was broken. The black powder was
-t brushed from the beaker and stored in a vial for future

(24) use.
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These particles, called sample A, were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The volume- A
weighted mean diameter of the particles was 5000 AL.
The micrographs show clusters of approximately spheri-
cal particles. Selected-area electron-diffraction patterns

5) coincide with the rhombohedral structure of bulk Bi.
We also examine previously unpublished data of Chin C

and Sievers. 3 These particles, called sample B, were o I
prepared by inert-gas evaporation in 100 mm of 'He. 2 -

The mean diameter was 4000 A, as measured by TEM. M

B. Far-infrared measurements Z

The spectroscopic studies were performed on samples E

of free-standing particles. There is evidence based on de 2

Haas-van Alphen oscillations of the magnetic suscepti-
bility35 that unsupported Bi particles align with the bisec- -H
trix axis parallel to the direction of the applied magnetic 3

field. This alignment would be a great advantage when 0
studying a highly anisotropic system. Although it is clear 0.9

that the particles in the sample are touching, effects asso- 3
ciated with individual particles are clearly observed and 0.8
identified in our experiments. It is possible that oxide 0 0
coatings isolate the particles electrically from one anoth- 0 10 20 30 40

Frequency (cm-)
er.

l)ySample A was prepared by spreading a thin, uniform FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependence of the transmission ratio

layer of the. powder onto a Mylar sheet and sandwiching for unsupported small Bi particles. For each curve, the
it with another layer of Mylar to keep the particles in transmission spectrum at a chosen magnetic field is divided by a

3)place. Pinholes were made in the top Mylar sheet to al- zero-field spectrum. The numbers indicate the strongest reso-
low air to be pumped from the sample. For sample B, the nances. Additional resonances are observed in curves F, G, and
powder was placed on a 1-mm-diam sapphire plate, H. The curves have been shifted for clarity. The magnetic
which was wedged to eliminate channel oscillations due fields (in T) are A-0.1, B-0.2, C-0.3, D-0.4, E-0.5,
to multiple reflections. F- 1.t0, G - 1.5, and H- 2.0. The resolution is 2.2 cm-'.

Far-infrared magneto-optical studies were performed
using Fourier-transform spectroscopy in the Faraday
geometry. A field up to 7.5 T was provided by a super-
conducting solenoid.7 The samples were immersed in a
4He bath (T=4.2 K for sample B) which could be -. .......... .

pumped (T = 1.2 K for sample A). Modulated FIR radi- E O -36  E AI
ation was provided by a Michelson3 (sample A) or ~
lammelar-grating interferometer" (sample B). The radia- -
tion transmitted through the sample was detected by a Q3 C
pumped 3He-cooled germanium bolometer.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model described in Sec. II applies if the wave- - - - - -
length X of the electromagnetic wave is much greater , "- 
than the particle diameter d. Outside the particle, the re- .

lation kd <<1 with k =2ir/X. is easily satisfied. The . -

wavelength inside the particle is reduced so that kd Z 1. (n
Thus, the particles under consideration are not strongly X- 4.

r in the quasistatic limit. 0
Figure I shows the frequency-dependent transmission

ratio of the bismuth powder, sample A, for selected mag- Magnetic Field (T)
netic fields. Each curve is the ratio of the transmission
spectrum of the powder in the magnetic field to a zero- FIG. 2. Magnetic field dependence of cyclotronlike hybrid

r field spectrum. Magnetic-field-dependent resonances are resonance frequencies in Bi powders. X's indicate data on sam-

clearly observed. The three strongest resonances are pie A, and circles, sample B. The solid and dashed lines show
identified in the figure. These resonances were previously the electric- and magnetic-dipole resonances, respectively, pre-
observed by Chin.13 Each resonance becomes stronger as dicted by the model with the binary axis of the particles aligned

it moves up in frequency with increasing magnetic field, along the applied magnetic field.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of resonance frequencies FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence of resonance frequencies
in Bi powders. X's indicate data on sample A, and circles, sam- in Bi powders. X's indicate data on sample A, and circles, sam-
ple B. The solid and dashed lines show the electric- and pIe B. The solid and dashed lines show the electric- and
magnetic-dipole resonances, respectively, predicted by the mod- magnetic-dipole resonances, respectively, predicted by the mod-
el with the bisectrix axis of the particles aligned along the mag- el with the trigonal axis of the particles aligned along the mag-
netic field. netic field.

There is clear evidence for additional resonances in the field dependence of the observed resonance frequencies
data. The transmission data at higher fields show addi- for sample A. Also shown are the data of Chin and Siev-
tional new resonances. It is remarkable that these reso- ers, 13 which confirm our measurements for the strongest
nances, which are associated with single-particle behav- resonances and extend them to higher frequencies. All of
ior, are observed in powder samples for which the parti- the observed resonances are cyclotronlike in the sense
cles are clearly in contact. Since Bi forms an oxide, the that the resonance frequency vanishes as the magnetic
particles are almost certainly oxide coated. field approaches zero. They are hybrid resonances be-

Figure 2, as well as Figs. 3 and 4, shows the magnetic cause they are not, in general, associated with the motion

TABLE I. Calculated absorption strengths for magnetic-field-induced resonances in small Bi parti-
cles.

Crystallographic Resonance = 20 cm-1 = 40 cm -'
axis parallel to H type H m a (cm -r) H (T) a (cm - 1)

Binary axis ED 0.882 0.558 2.080 9.690
MD 0.217 0.160 0.433 0.560
MD 0.238 0.038 0.479 0.148
MD 0.411 0.239 0.864 0.942
MD 3.371 0.177 6.900 0.732
MD 5.453 0.111 11.105 0.493

Bisectrix axis ED 0.256 0.036 0.517 0.686
ED 0.875 0.006 2.032 0.114
MD 0.221 0.150 0.444 0.571
MD 0.231 0.003 0.466 0.006
MD 0.373 0.314 0.746 1.252
MD 0.584 0.111 1.249 0.417
MD 1.057 0.004 2.757 0.011
MD 1.688 0.080 5.046 0.251
MD 7.071 0.069 19.621 0.312

Trigonal axis ED 1.394 0.0006 2.788 0.009
MD 1.326 0.533 2.652 2.127
MD 1.410 0.051 2.820 0.194
MD 3.134 0.117 6.958 0.491
MD 3.154 0.118 7.007 0.494
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of a single type of charge carrier. The effective masses es- ment with the data.
timated from the zero-field slopes [using a = eH /(m *c)] All ED resonances predicted by the model are iden-
do not correlate in a simple way with the known effective tified in the data, and the agreement is excellent. The res-
masses for bulk Bi. Also, such a large number of reso- onance identified as 3 in Fig. 1 is associated with ED ab-
nances is surprising. Curvature is observed in the depen- sorption of binary and/or bisectrix oriented particles.
dence of the resonance frequency on applied field. Cur- According to Table I, the resonance for binary oriented
vature observed in cyclotron resonances for bulk Bi is as- particles is the stronger. The weakest ED resonance ac-
sociated with band nonparabolicity.17 The bending ob- cording to the model, associated with the trigonal align-
served here is associated with the interaction of the cyclo- ment, is also the least convincingly identified in the data.
tronlike hybrid modes with the sphere plasma reso- The remaining resonances must be magnetic dipole.
nances. Clearly, the size and shape of the particles con- The detailed agreement between theory and experiment
tribute to the determination of the resonance frequencies. for MD resonances is not as good as for ED resonances,

Figures 2-4 also show the calculated field dependence but the theory is not rigorously correct. Also, the parti-
of the resonance frequencies for Bi particles in the Fara- cles are a bit large for the quasistatic limit to strongly ap-
day geometry with binary, bisectrix, and trigonal orienta- ply. Based on the calculated absorption strengths, reso-
tions, respectively. For example, in Fig. 2 the particles nance 1 is predominantly MD, although it is also con-
are oriented with the applied magnetic field and the sistent with ED absorption. Resonance 2 is clearly MD.
direction of propagation of the FIR radiation along the However, the model predicts a stronger MD resonance
binary axis. No parameters were adjusted to fit the calcu- between resonances 1 and 2. The data (Fig. 1) show evi-lated resonance frequencies with the data. dence for such a resonance, but it is weak. With the ex-

The complexity of the Bi dielectric tensor arising from ception of the lowest MD resonance for the bisectrix
both the multiplicity of carriers and their anisotropy orientation, the low-frequency MD resonances are not
rules out a simple search for resonance frequencies by lo- well matched by the model. However, there is agreement
cating the zeros of polynomials in the denominators of between the numbers of predicted and observed reso-
expressions for the absorption coefficient. Instead, the nances if it is noted that two of the trigonal resonances
following method was used: A small relaxation rate was are essentially degenerate with a binary MD resonance.
chosen [(21rcr')- =0. I cm- 1]. Resonances were located While the analysis based on three orientations leads to

it by examining the frequency dependence of the calculated a clear interpretation, it is oversimplified. For an ensem-
absorption coefficient to a resolution of 0.1 cm- 1. There ble of randomly oriented Bi particles in a magnetic field,
is the possibility in this method of missing resonances, each orientation corresponds to a unique system with its
particularly weak ones, or not resolving resonances that own set of resonance frequencies. Unlike the H-=0 case
are nearly degenerate. There is also the possibility of ex- [Eq. (19)], the ensemble average cannot be written as the
perimentally observing additional resonances not allowed trace of a single matrix. Preliminary results based on
in the calculations, which are based strictly on the Fara- Monte Carlo calculations support the principal con-
day geometry. None of these details are relevant to the clusions of the simplified analysis. For example, the reso-
interpretation of the data. nances observed below 40 cm- at the highest fields must

Table I lists the calculated resonance magnetic fields be MD.
and absorption coefficients for two selected frequencies
within the experimentally accessible range. The reso- V. CONCLUSIONS
nance field is accurate to 0.001 T, and 1I/( 2f'cr)-0. 1
cm- 1 was used. The particle radius is a=2500 AL, the Observed magnetic-field-dependent far-infrared reso-
host is vacuum (e0

= I), and the volume fraction of Bi is nances in submicrometer free-standing Bi particles in the
f=0.01. The values for a are for relative comparison. form of a smoke are successfully described by a model for
The absolute magnitudes mean little. Magnetic-dipole isolated particles based on the quasistatic approximation.
absorption depends explicitly on a2 relative to electric- The model makes use of the experimentally determined
dipole absorption, and hence is relatively stronger for parameters of bulk Bi. Both electric- and magnetic-
larger particles. dipole resonances are observed. We conclude that these

All three orientations are required to explain the num- particles are bulklike in nature.
ber of observed resonances. There is no convincing evi- There are a number of directions in which the study of
dence to support alignment of the particles along the Bi particles can be extended. The particles can be embed-
bisectrix direction. Both electric- and magnetic-dipole ded in a supporting nonabsorbing host to better isolate
resonances are observed. The observation of magnetic- them from one another. With a more dilute sample,
dipole resonances is especially interesting, because re- magneto-optical studies can be extended to include the
ports of their observation in very small particles are frequency region of the sphere plasma resonance3 9

rare.38 Magnetic-dipole absorption dominates in larger ( -- 170 cm - i). Such data would further test the model.
electron-hole droplets, 3° but in this case the theoretical Particles with smaller mean sizes should also be examined
description based on !he long-wavelength limit is inade- to determine the limitations of a description based on
quate. The ED and MD resonances identified by corn- bulk properties and to identify any new effects that may
parison of the data with the model are of comparable occur, such as a possible size-induced semimetal-
strength. The model predicts that a resonance grows in semiconductor transition. Such studies are underway in
strength with increasing magnetic field (Table I), in agree- our laboratory.
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